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Discovered 1665  

by Alberto Silvestre  



“Happy Little Accident”- The Discovery of  Primeva 

The Portuguese expedition might have swept past 

Primeva in 1665 while skirting of  the Star Fish Is-

lands if  it hadn’t been for the keen eye of  Alberto 

Silvestre, First Mate of  the Esmeralda.  Most of  

the island group was made up of  mere atolls and 

the occasional dry rock surface.  The three ship 

convoy had been desperate for fresh water and 

the man who sighted land was promised a gold 

Real.  Once the relieved crews had landed and re-

freshed their cisterns on what is now known as 

Infinity Bay, the captain of  the expedition, Bruno 

Lobo, promptly proclaimed his find as Queen 

Catherine Land, in honour of  the reigning Queen 

of  Portugal.  Later, as the expedition came into 

contact with a group of  Polynesian fishermen, 

they shared their discovery with them over 

shared barramundi and hardtack.  The Polyne-

sians informed them they had known of  the 

island for hundreds of  years as Primeva, or 

“Happy Little Accident” in their tongue.  The 

appropriateness of  their name impressed the 

crew and when the Captain Lobo reported to 

the details of  his voyage with the Royal Admi-

ralty, it was Primeva that he reported as having 

discovered—poor Queen Catherine had lost 

her island even without knowing of  it! 



Early Settlement & The Danish Claim 

Located far to the south of  the major trading 

routes between Africa, India and Asia, Primeva 

was rarely visited.   While nominally claimed by 

Portugal, the island wasn’t even considered im-

portant enough a find by mapmakers to even in-

clude it in their work for another decade.  There’s 

no evidence to suggest the Crown ever consid-

ered a return visit, if  only to ceremonially plant a 

flag and leave.  The island, while reported as 

temperate and abundant in fresh water, fruit and 

game, offered no gold or silver and was too dis-

tant to invest in an outpost of  any kind.   

In the ensuing wars of  the early 17th century, 

‘Primeva’ only ever is revealed in treaties that 

passed the island to different hands as an after 

thought.  Primeva was a Spanish possession, then 

a French one, then, in an odd reversal, even a 

Moroccan one—all without the new owner ever 

bothering to visit the place.  Primeva continued 

to offer what it had always offered—a place for 

sailors thrown off  course a place to refresh 

themselves before sailing on to more inviting 

prospects. 

It might have remained so if  not for the ship-

wreck of  the Prindsesse Charlotte Amalia, a 

merchantman thrown off  course by a tropical 

storm which beached her on the heads of  the 

current Harhelle Manor Estate in 1746.  Cap-

tain Johann Overgaard and his surviving crew 

of  thirty seven pitched camp and hoped for a 

rescue.  Overgaard was to wait four years, by 

which time the original camp had filled out to 

become a sturdy outpost located in the centre 

of  modern day Kongestad.  The British sur-

veyor Icarus retrieved the grateful crew.  Cap-

tain Overgaard, however, remained, claiming 

the island on behalf  of  the Danish Crown, and 

sent instructions back with the returning crew 



that if  the King wished to hold the new possession, an expedition should be dispatched at once.  King 

Christian VII, upon learning the news, did so at once—eager to address the colony envy his small 

state suffered in comparison to the great powers of  Europe.  Fifty Danish colonists were greeted by 

Captain Overgaard nine months later, who was also informed that he was appointed the island’s first 

Governor General. 



100 Years of  Solitude 

Over the course of  the next few decades, the set-

tlement of  Primeva grew both organically and by 

the occasional spurt of  immigration from Den-

mark.  Enterprising farmers, too constricted by 

the high price of  land in Denmark, found ample 

and cheap land in Primeva.  Fisherman and sail-

ors, hard done by years of  struggle and danger in 

the North Sea, were attracted by the soft warm 

trade winds of  the South Indian Ocean.  Women 

eager to marry found love starved pioneers in Pri-

meva eager to accept them with open arms and 

tropical lifestyles.  Malcontent liberals found the 

apolitical and Edenic state of  nature in Primeva a 

tonic for their political grievances.  For the few 

that made the gamble, Primeva repaid the invest-

ment handsomely. 

While the island and soon it’s ‘Little Sister’, the 

nearby island of  Jernbjerg, were producing staple 

crops, it lacked any other natural resources to ex-

ploit.  It meant an agricultural economy, with 

most settlers engaged in farming and ranch-

ing, with a few in the larger settlements spe-

cialising in tailoring, wood working and oth-

er trades.  Fishing and servicing the greater 

volume of  ships in transit helped establish a 

basic naval stores industry.   

By the mid 19th century, Primeva had a pop-

ulation of  almost 100,00—a figure that 

would have astounded Captain Overgaard 

and his original accidental settlers! 



The Succession Crisis and the British Protectorate 

It was the occasion of  the disastrous Prussian-

Danish War of  1864 that brought to an end to the 

reigning Oldenburg line of  Danish monarchs and 

precipitated British intervention in the affairs of  

Primeva.  Claiming to act on behalf  of  its ‘ally’, 

Great Britain declared Primeva a protectorate fol-

lowing the defeat of  Danish forces by their Prus-

sian neighbours at the battle of  Als.  The British 

claimed to do this to ‘protect Danish interests’ 

though the Danes had requested no such help.  

Whilst Primeva would continue to be administrat-

ed by local authorities and taxes paid to the Dan-

ish Crown, a British coaling station, a small squad-

ron and a small detachment pf  Royal Marines 

would be dispatched to ‘protect’ the colony, de-

spite Prussia had no strategic interest in the island 

or region whatsoever.  Bismarck was quoted to 

have responded to the British move as “more 

English appetite for little pieces of  Danish 

cheese”. 

The defeat precipitated the installation of  a 

new ruling family and the transition to a con-

stitutional monarchy.  All this confusion lead 

to a mild rebuke for the British for their uni-

lateral intervention and a grudging acceptance 

for a negotiated period of  fifty years.  This 

suited the British Royal Navy, who had identi-

fied Primeva as a much needed reserve coal-

ing station in the event of  war in the East.  

The protectorate actually ended up benefit-



ting Primeva, as British infrastructure enhanced life greatly n the island.  In addition, the British, no 

doubt out of  guilt, agreed to compensate Denmark for the terms of  the protectorate through con-

struction of  schools, hospitals and even railways between major cities and towns.  The Protectorate al-

so enhanced the reputation of  Primeva as a Paradise on Earth, encouraging a new generation of  im-

migration from Denmark but also now including other Scandanavians, English, Scots and Irish, all of  

whom were now invited to relocate.  In addition, a wave of  Lutheran religious immigrants, eager to 

embrace a more innocent environment, flocked to Primeva, often settling on the periphery with self  

sustaining farmsteads.  Population swelled to two million before the end of  the century! 



Establishment of  the Dominion 

Despite the benign influence of  the British Pro-

tectorate, local ‘First Landing’ Families increasing-

ly felt, in an era of  telegraphy and steamships, that 

long distance rule of  any type was increasingly il-

logical and unnecessary.  The Danish Crown at-

tempted to placate them with increased suffrage 

and more frequent elections to no avail.  A local 

independence movement was poised to declare 

independence when the British Colonial Office, 

which had taken over jurisdiction once the Navy 

had lost interest in the ‘Primevan Project’, pro-

posed a solution that promised a solution accepta-

ble by both the Danish Crown and the Primevans.  

Count Oscar of  the House of  Sellander, a junior 

cadet branch of  the Danish Crown, was proposed 

as the first King of  Primeva—with the stipulation 

that Primeva would become a Dominion of  Den-

mark rather than an independent nation.  Oscar, 

known as an amiable if  not particularly ambitious 

fellow with the Sellander’s famous head of  bright 

red hair, seemed well suited for the role and the 

Primevans would have their own monarch, al-

beit a constitutional figurehead.  The proposal 

was accepted much to the pleasure of  Oscar, 

the Primevans and the British Colonial Office.  

King Oscar 1st was coronated at the newly 

granted Drunninglund Summer Palace outside 

Kongestad and his appointment confirmed by 

King Christian IX on 1st January, 1905. 



“Their dumping ground!”  

Now referred to as the Dominion of  Primeva, 

or Dominion for short, the small island nation 

began to enjoy a period of  prosperity, as sym-

bolised by the erection of  new American style 

‘sky scrapers’, a two lane highway capable of  

supporting the proliferating automobiles and 

the introduction of  modern tractors.  Small 

manufacturing concerns sprang up, easily of-

fering more affordable goods than the more 

expensive imports.  Immigration from Den-

mark, other parts of  Scandinavia, Great Brit-

ain, Ireland and even other parts of  Europe 

and North America increased.  With an in-

creasingly cosmopolitan population mix, Eng-

lish slowing became the lingua franca, even as 

Danish remained the official language of  gov-

ernment and education. 

With the final withdrawal of  the last British 

Royal Navy ship, the British presence on Pri-

meva had been virtually unnoticeable.  That 

changed with the appointment of  Under Sec-

retary for Colonial Asian and African Affairs, 

Sir John Revesby.  Relatively unknown in Lon-

don, his influence would arguably change the 

course of  Primeva for centuries to come, a 

fate even he could never have anticipated.   

It began with the consolidation of  the British 

chartered colonies in East and West Africa un-

der direct crown administration that suddenly 

upset the existing political arrangements.  Con-

sequently, local tribal leaders lost their former 

independence and rebelled.  Though easily 

quashed, the British Colonial Office now had 

to design a long term plan to avoid future in-

surrection.  Queasy at even the thought of  

wide spread executions, they instead looked to 

their ‘Australian Solution’ as a model for deal-

ing with local political opponents.  While Aus-

tralia adamantly refused to accept these politi-

cal prisoners, the Colonial Office settled on 



Primeva.  While settled, there was still plenty of  

land and the local economy could certainly absorb 

more immigrants.  Without notice, the British Na-

vy deposited 2,000 East and West African political 

prisoners on the leeward side of  Primeva on 16th 

March, 1907.  This was followed by other political 

prisoners from South Asia, also clamouring for lo-

cal independence, as well as Arabs, Polynesians and 

any other colonial ‘malcontents’ they deemed best 

placed out of  the way and far from home, where 

they could oppose Imperial order and authority.   

King Oscar 1st, once advised of  what was go-

ing on, objected strenuously and demanded 

the ‘guests’ leave at once.  Sir John merely 

pointed out to the King that the Protectorate 

Treaty granted them permission to house 

prisoners as required.  It hardly mattered that 

the Treaty had only five years left to run be-

fore the Protectorate formally ended.  King 

Oscar 1st and the rest of  Primeva could only 

fume as Sir John continued to send boatload 

after boatload of  colonial malcontents to the 

Dominion.  By the time the Protectorate end-

ed, over 200,000 political crimes convicts had 

been re-settled on Primeva, leaving the Do-

minion with a major cultural challenge to 

overcome.  King Oscar 1st bitterly observed 

that “The British have turned us into their 

dumping ground!” 



The Covenant 

The official departure of  the British in 1916 

was hardly noticed in the midst of  the Great 

War.  Their legacy in the form of  tens of  thou-

sands of  imperial cast-offs was an issue the Do-

minion needed to address and quickly.  The 

prisoners, having committed no crimes in the 

Dominion, could not be kept imprisoned, nor 

would the British allow them to return to their 

ancestral homes.  Most were elites—tribal lead-

ers, warriors, scholars— with no immediate 

‘place’ in Dominion society.  The situation was 

further aggravated by the baffling mix of  cul-

tures and languages, though this did provide 

Dominion authorities with the opportunity to 

adopt a ‘divide and conquer’ policy approach. 

Prime Minister Niklas Toft, with the approval 

of  King Oscar 1st, convened the leaders of  the 

various groups and proposed what came to be 

known as The Covenant.  It confirmed on the 

group the status of  New Primevans, or News, 

allowing them to reside legally in the Domin-

ion.  In addition, they would be afforded legal 

rights and the freedom of  the commercial mar-

ketplace.  They could not participate in the po-

litical affairs of  the Dominion, but they could 

petition the King for redress of  any assumed 

injustices.  In a clause added at the insistence 

of  the News, they were also allowed to have 

their family members, wives and fiancées join 

them in the Dominion.  Thus, the Convenant 

was signed by all parties in Castle Grimborg, 

even as the rest of  the world’s attention was fo-

cused on the carnage going on in Europe. 



The Rise of  Prime Consciousness 

Despite their original resistance at being exiled 

on a small, isolated island far from their homes, 

the ‘News’ gradually accepted their new destiny.  

Forced to adopt English in order to survive, 

‘News’ were welcomed by Dominion farmers 

and ranchers.  Continual labour shortages had 

retarded efforts to expand, so the availability of  

thousands of  new field hands was celebrated.  

Without any capital, ‘News’ generally had no 

choice but to work out share cropping arrange-

ments with Dominioner land owners—a humil-

iating fate for former tribal and community 

leaders used to giving orders rather than receiv-

ing them.   

One ameliorating factor was the arrival of  thou-

sands of  African, Indian and Polynesian wom-

en—all accepted under the conditions of  the 

Covenant.  Reunited at last, the ‘New’ commu-

nity did more than grow—it exploded.  Domin-

ion medical and nutritional lifestyle standards 

help boost the ‘New’ population dramatically—

from 200,000 to 500,000 in just ten years.  The 

Dominion population, while also growing albeit 

at a slower pace, could boast 1 ½ million, bring-

ing the island total to 2 million by 1920. 

As the second generation of  ‘News’ adapted to a 

more familiar Dominion homeland, they also be-



gan questioning the growing inequalities 

brought on by the Great War.  While not a 

participant, Dominion exports to the Allies 

were creating fantastic fortunes overnight, 

even as ‘New’ prospects remained level.  Uni-

ty between the ‘News’ had been non-

existent—the various cultures they represent-

ed contrasted widely.  With that said, all 

‘News’ felt equally exploited by Dominion 

farmers and regarded socially as inferiors by 

most Dominoners.  This shared sense of  ex-

ploitation led to the rise of  the Prime Move-

ment.  They would no longer consider them-

selves ‘News’—instead they would appropri-

ate the identity that held them all together—

they were Primevans, or ‘Primes’ for short.  

For some, the glue that bound them togeth-

er was also hate— hate for Dominion domi-

nation of  their neighbourhoods, their jobs, 

their businesses, their education… in short, 

their futures. 



The Inter-War Years 

The Dominion enjoyed steady growth and 

because of  expanded trade during the Great 

War, enjoyed a greater flow of  agricultural 

contracts than ever.  The powerful Grange 

and Graziers Association ensured the elec-

tion of  an agricultural sector-friendly parlia-

ment in Kongsestad, and newly made mil-

lionaires adopted a ‘Dominion Lifestyle’ 

which included capital city social activities 

based out of  magnificent townhouses and a 

more leisurely Planter’s Life, headquartered 

in breath taking plantation mansions.  This 

life was limited to a few hundred families, 

though urban middle class strivers enjoyed 

fantasising about it through the just born 

movie industry.   

As Dominioners of  all social ranks flour-

ished during this period, so too did the self-

styled Primes also enjoy prosperity, if  of  a 

more limited type.  Increasing integration 

between the disparate Primes enabled more inter-

marriage and increased self-identity.  Primevan 

births accelerated during this period and began ap-

proaching parity with the original stock European 

settlers.  The growth was somewhat masked because 

Primes tended to be concentrated in the more isolat-

ed farmsteads and vast plantations and rarely seen in 

the more populous urban areas.   

Recognising their increasing numbers would inevita-

bly earn them a larger voice in the affairs of  the is-

land nation, a small group of  Prime leaders formed 



the Civil Association of  Primeva in Blomsterby in 

1929—just days before the Wall Street crash that 

would plunge the world into economic depres-

sion.  The CAP’s mission was to seek to petition 

the Crown for Representation based on current 

Taxation.  It was clearly a tip to American Revolu-

tionary rhetoric that seemed as justified to Primes 

now as it had been to American colonists some 

175 years previously. 

The proceeding economic chaos robbed the CAP 

of  any formal attention.  As trade dried up, the 

Dominion buckled in for a period of  hard-

ship and financial restraint.  All parties in 

the Dominion economic system were sav-

aged, but Prime sharecroppers were espe-

cially exposed.  Many were driven into 

bankruptcy and forced into a semi-legal 

form of  indenture to pay off  existing debts 

to Dominion planters.  Dominion unem-

ployment hit 10%-- while Prime unemploy-

ment exceeded 50% in most areas.  This 

prolonged period of  poverty had a pro-

nounced affect on many future PRF lead-

ers, many embittered at an early age by dep-

rivation and hunger that seemed dispropor-

tionately borne by Primes.  



World War 2 and the Post-war Era 

The outbreak of  World War 2 hardly caused a rip-

ple in the Dominion.  Denmark, it was assumed, 

would be treated as a neutral as it had been in the 

Great War.  Dominion regard for Great Britain 

had always been ambivalent and ‘Perfidious Albi-

on’ was still held in suspicion by their ex-

Protectorate.  However, increased orders for 

foodstuffs from the British immediately revived 

the Dominion economy and as a neutral, war was 

considered good for business.  Primes returned to 

the fields in droves and despite the horrors oc-

curring in Europe and Asia, life improved lo-

cally at a fast clip. 

The fall of  Denmark in 1940 dismayed the 

Dominion but otherwise had no effect on the 

isolated island nation.  British destroyers that 

had previously acted as a de facto shield for 

the Dominion were replaced by American 

ones, with the US requesting and being grant-

ed basing rights in 1942.  Eager to be seen on 

the world stage and on the right side, King 

Steffen, on advice of  the Dominion Parlia-

ment, declared war on the Axis powers.  The 

archaic Dominion Militia was reformed into 

the Royal Dominion Army and an initial force 

of  20,000 were recruited.  For all this, the Do-

minion’s remote location and lack of  strategic 

interest by either side made it a side show.  Ex-

cept for several reported Japanese submarine 



spottings, the Dominion played no active role 

in the war, except as an R&R destination for 

American soldiers, sailors and airmen in the 

Indian Ocean.    

The end of  the war had no immediate impact 

on the Dominion, though the post war waves 

of  nationalism and native identity that swept 

through liberated European colonies did was 

felt by Primes.  CAP supported indigenous 

movements in Indo-China, Indonesia, Malay-

sia and Algeria, much to the dismay of  the 

Dominion regime.  Once the economy had re-

bounded during the war—and the rebound 

nearly doubled the nation’s GDP—Primes 

once again reaffirmed their demand for politi-

cal representation.  By this time, the Prime 

population had reached parity with the original 

Dominion stock, with both standing at 3 mil-

lion.  Despite a push to address this demo-

graphic threat by importing 100,000 Displaced 

Persons from Europe, the CAP demand had 

reached a point where it could no longer be ig-

nored.  To emphasise the point, CAP an-

nounced a work stoppage, one that would con-

tinue until the government agreed to negotiate.  

After three days, the Grange and Graziers As-

sociation pleaded King Steffen to consider ne-

gotiations, which he did. 

The so-called ‘ReCovenant’ or Second Cove-

nant which emerged from the negotiations was 

considered to be the complete response to the 

question of  a Dominion-Prime political ar-

rangement.  With near parity—and eventual 



demographic eclipse by the Prime population—

Dominion negotiators refused to address ex-

tending suffrage to Primes, even fractionally.  

They recognised that this would mean eventual 

Prime political dominance, a future they saw 

fraught with disorder and death.   Instead, they 

accepted CAP’s premise linking taxation and 

representation, but with a twist.  If  ‘News’ were 

exempted from all taxation, they would no long-

er have a political grievance.  By lifting all taxes 

on all ‘News’, Prime wealth would grow by 10-

30%.  In addition, ‘News’ would be issued 

passports and allowed to travel overseas, 

and would also be eligible to serve as en-

listed and even non-commissioned offic-

ers in the Dominion Royal Army and se-

curity forces (both extended privileges 

would haunt later Dominion administra-

tions).  For traditional CAP leaders, this 

trade off  seemed fair and acceptable.  As 

they had never enjoyed representation, 

they felt they had given nothing up and 

delivered Primes a windfall.  The ReCovenant 

was signed in 1957 at the Osvik Estate in 

Orania, with fanfare on both sides.  CAP lead-

ers later claimed that the agreement, while not 

perfect, was the best possible alternative to vio-

lence.  It was a position that eventually led to 

the decline and replacement of  the CAP with a 

successor more amenable to violent solutions—

the PRF. 



The Dominion and the Cold War 

Despite its’ lack of  strategic value, the Domin-

ion was 

dragged 

willing or 

not into the 

Cold War as 

every nook 

and cranny 

was elevated 

by the geo-

political bat-

tle. One dividend was an invitation to join the 

United Nations.  As scores of  newly liberated 

former colonies across Africa and Asia were 

granted nationhood and the international perks 

associated with it, the US was keen to identify 

some candidates to offset the neutralist wave.  

The Dominion fit the bill perfectly and after 

some arm twisting of  Denmark, the titular ruler 

of  the Dominion and also a NATO ally, the Do-

minion was permitted to act independently in 

the realm of  foreign affairs.  The Dominion was 

seated in the UN in 1963 and was considered a 

reliable vote for US initiatives. 

The USSR courted the Dominion in a move to 

offset US influence and eventually secure a 

warm water base in the Indian Ocean.  Despite 

fierce opposition from Prime opposition voices, 

the USSR actively engaged the Dominion with a 

flurry of  scientific and cultural exchange pro-

grams, as well as putting lucrative trade and arms 

deals on the table.  The naïve Dominion diplo-

mats entertained the proposals warmly and they 

might have even progressed further until a sur-

prise visit by then US Secretary of  State Henry 

Kissinger.  Following an 8 hour layover, Kissin-

ger departed and the Dominion immediately de-

clared the Soviet ambassador persona non grata 



and ordered the expulsion of  all Soviets from 

the island within 48 hours.  It was no coinci-

dence that two weeks later, a wing of  six F-5 

jets were granted to the Royal Dominion Air-

force and further arms sales were approved by 

the US 

Con-

gress a 

month 

later.  

The in-

cident, 

while 

minor, enraged the USSR, forever poisoning rela-

tions between the two nations.  

Similarly, a demand by the local Kongestad Cham-

ber of  Commerce had far reaching and unintended 

consequences with another foreign power.  Re-

sponding to the growing commercial success of  Di-

asporan Chinese merchants in the larger Dominion 

cities, business leaders began pressuring the Do-

minion Parliament to open a Royal Inquiry.  The K 

C of  C lead the drive, an Inquiry was established 

and six months later, over five hundred ethnic Chi-

nese business owners were expelled from the Do-

minion.  While pleasing a domestic audience, the 

move infuriated Red China.  Their ambassador was 

re-called and all commercial trade and financial 

dealings between the two nations prohibited.  While 

this amounted to virtually nothing in 1974, the inci-

dent would haunt Dominion leaders later as they at-

tempted to repair the relationship with a far wealth-

ier, far more powerful China of  the 21st century. 



The Prime Awakening and the Rise of  the PRF 
 

It was ironically the very prosperity that emerged 

from the ReCovenant or Second Covenant that 

doomed the arrangement.  Within a generation, 

Primes were, as promised, 

more prosperous however 

that prosperity didn’t extend 

past Prime businesses, 

homes or communities.  The 

‘Separate But Equal’ premise 

of  the original Covenants 

proved unsatisfying to 

young, successful Primes 

would aspired to the classic 

Dominion lifestyle so cele-

brated in the nation’s mass 

media.  The countryside was now bursting with 

Primes eager to escape dull village life and enjoy 

the adventure of  the larger towns and cities.  It 

was impossible to prevent this.  While Domin-

ioners now numbered four million, Primes ac-

counted for six million—60% of  the popula-

tion—and demand for labour in the urban areas 

were growing.  Once young Primes did enter ur-

ban areas, they were en-

countered by Domin-

ioners who had never 

experienced much con-

tact with Primes, let 

alone affluent ones.  It 

was an awkward social 

rendezvous that quickly 

devolved into an ugly 

clash.  Lower class Do-

minioners, resentful of  

what they saw as tax cheating ‘News’, were es-

pecially threatening to the newly arrived Primes.  

Other Dominioners, while more respectful and 

tolerant, attempted a conciliatory approach.   



Primes who did withstand the ostracism and out-

right hostility were soon aware of  a widening dif-

ference between Prime and Dominion culture.  As 

descendants of  proud tribal leaders, warriors, sail-

ors and scholars, Primes had a 

growing sense of  group pride.  

Increased intermarriage ce-

mented this pride as well as cre-

ating a new Prime identity.  

Prime values, based in their past 

and in working the land, stood 

in sharp contrast to what they 

considered the increasing de-

generacy of  Dominion culture.  

Eager to mimic Western ways, 

Dominions seemed obsessed 

with consumerism, libertinism 

and spiritual and intellectual 

bankruptcy.  Challenged to adopt Dominion val-

ues, many young Primes rejected them outright.  

Rather than a dominant group, Primes increasingly 

judged them as inferior.  ‘Minions’ came into pop-

ular usage at this stage amongst ‘woke’ 

Primes as an appropriate term for Dominion-

ers. 

As the rest of  the world buffeted from crisis 

to crisis, the Dominion of  

Primeva appeared curiously 

calm.  However, underneath 

that surface, a generational 

battle was underway that 

would shape the future of  

millions—Dominioners and 

Primes—for decades to 

come.  The venerable CAP 

could claim their leadership 

had pulled the ‘News’ or 

Primes out of  poverty and 

into relative affluence 

through the ReCovenant 

Arrangement.  While this 

was true, it no longer satisfied young Primes 

demanding the political power long denied 

their people.  Now representing 60% of  the 

population and zero political power, they ex-



horted that the time for patience and ac-

cepting economic concessions were over.  

When the elderly leadership of  the CAP de-

nied the motion, a rump group of  fire-

brands in a pre-planned move, abandoned 

the CAP and established the Primevan Rev-

olutionary Front.  The PRF was explicitly 

designed on authoritarian lines, with a mili-

tary style organisation and ideological fer-

vour utterly anathema to old CAP values.  

Both revolutionary and highly traditional in 

spirit, the PRF announced but one goal: 

complete control of  the island nation by the 

dominant Prime people.  



Tropical Wave 
Bombast aside, the PRF represented a tiny per-

centage of  Primes, a renegade fringe group with 

outlandish and wholly unrealistic aspirations.  

Mainstream Primes 

either didn’t know of  

or care about PRF 

ambitions.  CAP con-

tinued to be consid-

ered the preeminent 

political advocate for 

Primes and even oth-

er more tribal or eth-

nic-based groups were considered more relevant 

than the PRF.  Despite this, PRF cadre looked 

beyond these larger competitors, considering 

them self-limited and wholly incapable of  bring-

ing the changes required. 

The core cadre recognised early on that the first 

enemy to be defeated weren’t these other fac-

tions or even the Dominion—it was the vast 

sweep of  apathy amongst most Primes.  Ac-

cordingly, it crafted a strategy that aimed to 

raise Prime consciousness and promise a re-

ward that would inspire PRF allegiance AND a 

commitment to eventual violence. 

Initially organised into Jackal Packs—

small revolutionary cells comprised of  

experts in subversion—the PRF fo-

cused on the one target sure to moti-

vate the kind of  followers they de-

sired—Minion females.  PRF ideology 

was firmly rooted in both the ideal of  

the Prime Woman and her antithesis—

the degenerate Minion slut.  Young 

Primes were easily indoctrinated in the degrad-

ed nature of  the Minion female through the 

production and mass distribution of  pornogra-

phy exclusively featuring Minion females.  The 

first issue of  ‘Minx’, Prime shorthand for a 

Minion female, featuring a pale, blonde woman 

in various lewd poses became an instant hit.  

Though the actual subject wasn’t a Minion but 



a model commissioned in Copenhagen for 

what she assumed to be a run of  the mill adult 

magazine gig, the impact was huge.  With the 

publication and distribution of  5,000 free cop-

ies of  ‘Minx’, a taboo had been broken.  Por-

nography was technically illegal in the Domin-

ion and distribution amongst Primes fiercely 

suppressed.  The flood had broken that dam 

and future print runs grew as young Primes 

clamoured for more.  ‘Minionette’ was next— 

this title featuring ‘barely legal’ Minion girls, 

followed by ‘Minion Mommas’ featuring more 

mature Minion women—all striking inviting and submissive poses in the nude.      



As the wave of  ideological propaganda dis-

guised as porno spread across the Dominion, 

young Primes began seeking out the local party 

Jackal packs to volunteer and get involved.  

Every young Prime PRF party candidate was 

challenged to a common initiation challenge—

successfully ticking a box on the local cell’s 

Rape List.  The List, containing the names of  

pre-selected local Minion females, was a test to 

determine a candidate’s suitability.  If  the appli-

cant for party membership succeeded in sodo-

mising the Minion on the list—and providing 

proof  by presenting corroborative photos or vide-

os as well as a trophy taken from the victim—they 

were accepted into the party (death or vaginal pen-

etration of  the target was a disqualifier).  Rapes 

across the Dominion rose by 40%.  The wave fi-

nally hit the Dominion, whether it knew what was 

happening or not.  



Tropical Depression 

As young male Primes flocked 

to the party, the PRF General 

Committee decided the time 

was rip for escalation.  The ca-

dre considered symbolic targets 

that if  eliminated, might shake 

the confidence of  the Domin-

ion power structure itself.  A 

sleeper placed in the Royal Pal-

ace itself  would be triggered—a 

loyal and thoroughly vetted servant who knew 

the King’s schedule intimately.  The truth around 

the demise of  King Oscar 2nd  was covered up 

by Dominion state media—the idea that the 

King could be poisoned by his own Prime serv-

ant was unthinkable.  A sudden illness was con-

cocted, much to the PRF’s fury, who had count-

ed on a massive, worldwide media blitz focus on 

the PRF.  Subsequent claims of  responsibility 

were laughed off  and the state funeral both sad-

den and stiffened the entire Do-

minion.  Even the ascension of  

Queen Karla to the throne to 

take her husband’s place as Re-

gent until the Crown Princess 

was old enough to ascend, was 

an unintended reversal.  Oscar 

2nd had been a typical feckless 

Sellander— 

charming but 

incompetent.  Queen Karla 

might have been an aging 

beauty but she was also dan-

gerously effective.  Her mobi-

lisation orders ended any hope 

the PRF could bully its way into power any time 

soon. 

The Royal Dominion Army was small, more suit-

ed for parades than combat and with only the oc-



casional UN peacekeeping assign-

ment to ensure readiness.  Queen 

Karla’s quiet mobilisation put 

some lead in their organisational 

spine, as arms and tactics were 

updated rapidly.  The Royal Pro-

tection Unit identified the murder 

for what it was—a political assas-

sination, with the poisoner even evading capture.  

Queen Karla had been put on notice—and she 

was determined to 

reciprocate the fa-

vour.  Within days 

of  the ‘untimely 

death’ of  the King, 

there was a pro-

nounced and in-

creased police and military presence throughout 

the Dominion, as well as all ports of  entry.   

PRF operatives quickly noticed the build-up and 

the General Committee responded in kind.  Plans 

to field guerrilla units had been laid down from 

the beginning.  While the so called ‘Jackal Pack’ 

cells had been organised for local subversion, 

the ‘Pride’ units were to take up initial position 

in the interiors of  Primeva—the Oranian Ridge 

which bisected the main island and the many 

deep jungles in the heart of  each province.    

Supplies, ammunition and arms caches awaited 

the Primes who answered the Call to Arms.  

Though the disparity of  weapons was wide—

ranging from cheap handguns to antiquated 

bolt action rifles to the much modern and rarer 

semi-automatic weapons—Prime High Com-

mand knew once battle was joined, the Domin-

ion’s very own caches would be used to arm the 

PRF field units. 

Thus, the 

Tropical De-

pression of  

low intensity 

combat beset 

a nervous 

Dominion! 



Tropical Storm 

Mobilisation notwithstanding, the 

Dominion publicly called for negoti-

ations to avoid further bloodshed.  

Even Queen Karla, despite being 

completely aware that her own hus-

band had been assassinated by a PRF 

operative, issued a Royal Request for 

a parley with PRF representatives.  

That request, as were those from 

NGOs and international leaders, was 

met with an ominous silence.  The PRF had al-

ready committed to avoid what they considered 

the early CAP mistake of  negotiating with Min-

ions.  The guerrilla war notched up a degree, 

with the frequency and ferocity of  raids on 

countryside targets steadily increasing. 

As Dominion HQ tried to anticipate raids and 

launch their own ambushes, a seminal memo 

was being circulated within the PRF Central 

Committee.  Penned by ‘Leopard’, 

a long-time party stalwart and 

Chief  Commissar of  Political Strat-

egy.  Known as the ‘Four Paths Pa-

per’, it essential summarised the 

post-Revolution options open to 

the PRF in terms of  governing a 

newly conquered Primeva.  It is 

brief  enough to include here in its 

entirety: 

TO: Secretary General of  the PRF 

FR: ‘Leopard’/ Political Strategy Section, PRF 

CC: PRF General Committee 

SUBJECT: DISPOSITION OF MINIONS 

WITHIN THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF 

PRIMEVA 

Dear Leader, 

Hail the Revolution!  Hail Victory! 



As our looming victory over the Minion forc-

es becomes more inevitable, I have noted four 

possible future paths for our Minion subjects.  

Each path has implications for the political 

economy of  Primeva, relations with foreign 

powers and the ultimate good of  the Prime 

people: 

JUNIOR PARTNERSHIP- Minions are 

stripped of  all power but allowed to live in 

and govern themselves in restricted areas.  

Minions are allowed relative freedom within 

their districts but 

must pay annual 

Reparation Allow-

ances to retain 

said freedom, 

with imprison-

ment for those 

unable to meet 

their obligations.  

This arrangement, with Primes as the Senior 

Partner and Minions firmly established as an 

inferior and Junior Partner in Primevan society 

would allow us to exploit Primes in the political 

economy at their fullest potential.  This two 

tiered societal arrangement would in many ways 

provide a reverse mirror of  the current situation, 

with Minions and Prime positions exchanged.  It 

would meet foreign power acceptance, if  not ap-

proval, and would provide more long-term value 

to the political 

economy as it is 

now organised. 

INDENTURED 

SERVITUDE- 

Minions are 

stripped of  politi-

cal rights but 

would retain legal 

protection.  Min-

ion employment would take the form of  long-

term contracts with Prime employers in manual 

and menial labour roles within the political econ-



omy.  Exploitation of  Minion labour and extrac-

tion of  wealth would be high, though valuable 

skill sets and expe-

rience would be 

lost through attri-

tion.  Minions 

would learn what 

they had subjected 

our own Prime an-

cestors to a hun-

dred years ago, with 

the difference that 

this time, the boot would remain permanently on 

the Minion neck.  Foreign powers would object 

but gradually accept the situation. 

ENSLAVEMENT- Minions would be stripped 

of  all rights and confiscated as property of  the 

PRF.  They would then be sold in blocks to gov-

ernment approved re-sellers who would handle 

the actual commercial transactions of  these Min-

ions.  Said Minions would be considered as capi-

tal equipment, and taxed annually (with depre-

ciations allowed under the Prime Tax Code).  

Through sale and taxation, Minion slaves 

would become a revenue producing element 

of  the political economy and would generate 

lasting approval from the Prime population.  It 

would also cer-

tainly make Pri-

meva an interna-

tional ‘rogue 

state’, potentially 

vulnerable to 

boycotts and em-

bargos. 

CHATTEL- Min-

ions would no longer be considered sentient 

and would be reduced to a chattel category, 

such as field beast, house pet, ponygirl and so 

forth.  Minion labour and taxation potential 

would be rendered nil but the PRF could ex-

pect a huge and enduring spike in approval.  

Whilst this path would lead to a perpetual 



PRF rule, it would also isolate Primeva as 

a pariah nation and eventual military inter-

vention would be a string possibility.     

Please note I have not addressed the elim-

inationist position vis a vis Minions.  

Though this view is held by many promi-

nent PRF members, I do not personally 

recommend even exploring this option—

it would be a complete waste of  resources 

and do a disservice to the Prime people. 

The “Four Paths Memo” would reverber-

ate through PRF policy circles for years to 

come. 



Hurricane 

As the guerrilla war entered its next stage, PRF 

units began hitting larger population centres with 

increasing daring.  PRF commanders, some ex-

Royal Dominion Army enlistees and non-coms, 

grew more skilled in 

planning and executing 

assaults and chose tar-

gets with more discre-

tion and higher proba-

bilities of  success.  

Royal Dominion Army 

and Police grade weap-

ons soon began replac-

ing inferior or home made PRF arms.   

All of  this alarmed Dominion HQ but what actual-

ly threw the entirety of  the Dominion—and espe-

cially the elites—was the World News Network in-

vestigative report ono of  the PRF’s most highly 

guarded secrets—the existence of  the Priority List.  

How the WNN reporter got hold of  the Priority 

List is a matter of  debate 

and even later, many dis-

counted it as a crude prop-

aganda ploy, but many 

more were dismayed and 

terrified by what the report suggested.  Basi-

cally, the report suggested that the PRF had 

identified high profile Do-

minioner women in various 

fields—from the Queen her-

self  to politicians to profes-

sional athletes to celebri-

ties—and ordered that these ‘high value tar-

gets’ were to be acquired for ‘party dispensa-

tion’.  Even this ambiguous wording was 

enough to chill Dominion 

women of  all walks of  life.  

As weeks passed and those 

Dominioner women on the 

Priority List found them-



selves captured, the meaning of  ‘party dis-

pensation’ became to come into sharp focus.   

As a further and final blow to any illusion 

that the PRF were bent on any result other 

than complete annihilation of  the Dominion 

order was the destruction of  St. Olafs.  The 

Lutheran religious settlement had been a 

beacon of  hope for posi-

tive racial relations as it 

contained a rare communi-

ty of  mixed race residents.  

Interracial births had never 

accounted for more than a 

tiny fraction of  the overall 

population of  the Domin-

ion, but the existence of  

any ‘Prime Pollution’ was inexcusable to the 

ideologues of  the PRF.  The small pacifist re-

ligious settlement, once a symbol of  racial 

harmony and the home of  most of  the Do-

minion’s mixed race inhabitants, was burned 

to the ground and the inhabitants slaughtered 

without remorse.  The world could only watch 

in horror as the footage played on screens 

throughout the world.  The storm had turned 

into a hurricane and it was clear to all that the 

conflict would end only through the applica-

tion of  the most absolute brutality.  Which side 

would be capable 

of  wielding the 

death blow re-

mained to be seen. 

If  any on the PRF 

side were still un-

convinced that they 

did nor harbour the 

brutal clarity to 

achieve victory, a short but telling memo au-

thored by the influential ‘Leopard’ quickly dis-

pelled any doubts.  It is brief  and offered here 

in its entirety as a final coda for the PRF’s phi-

losophy and plan for victory:   



TO: Secretary General of  the PRF 

FR: ‘Leopard’/ Political Strategy Section, PRF 

CC: PRF General Committee 

SUBJECT: THE EMERGING MINION 

CASH CROP ECONOMY 

Hail the Revolution!  Hail 

Victory! 

As the Leader of  our Glori-

ous Movement, I respectfully 

call your attention to the real 

objective of  our war.  Whilst 

our ground commanders 

rightly value the villages, 

towns and cities our brave 

soldiers have fought and died 

to take.  Our diplomats value 

the relationships with major 

powers they are building.  Our political leaders 

take pride in the policies that restore pride and 

justice to the Prime people and inflict just pun-

ishments on the guilty Minions.  And of  

course, Primes of  all sorts are enjoying the 

wealth and enjoyment of  Minion pleasures. 

All these are of  great value but I urge you 

Leader to consider that the real prize in this 

conflict is this: the Minion people themselves.  

They are the true prize.  Pri-

meva is a beautiful land but 

it is not blessed with mineral 

wealth or technological 

achievement.  However, with 

victory we will have a more 

valuable resource—the cash 

crop of  the Minion people.  

Minions are a resource that, 

if  properly managed, could 

generate enormous wealth 

and influence.  Unique to 

other nations, Primeva alone 

could exploit its Minion human cash crop on 

an industrial scale, depending on which one 

of  the ‘Four Paths’ you eventual choose for 



the Revolution.  Indeed, Leader, Primeva 

could become the first economy in the mod-

ern world to have our currency—the Prime 

dollar—backed not by fiat or even gold—

but by living Minion assets.  It would give us 

the world’s strongest currency, one that 

would enable us far more purchasing power 

than any other power! 

To that end, I urge conservation of  Minions 

as much as is possible.  I urge this not out of  

compassion for Minions (you know my past; 

I need add no 

more); but in a ha-

tred for waste.  

Every Minion 

murdered or disa-

bled out of  pique 

is wealth stolen 

from the Prime 

people.  Please re-

strain your offi-

cials, Leader—do not permit them to fritter away 

our rightful booty.  Minions ARE the prize of  this 

war— let us not lose this prize in the exhilaration 

of  our inevitable victory!  
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The Colonel and the D Lister 
It is another busy work day at the Ministry of Armaments, with PRF officials, officers and military contractors eager to 

claim a few minutes of the Top Man’s time.  That man—Minister Colonel Peter Tendo—has graciously extended consider-

ably more than that today.  An MP confirms my appointment and an unctuous young male Minion clerk ushers me silently 

into the Minister’s spacious office. 

“Welcome!  Thank you, Henrik—dismissed.”  My raised brow elicits a response.  “A traitor who gave up the location of his 

regimental headquarters in exchange for his life,” the Minister explains.  “I keep my promises, you see.  Coffee?  Evie—

coffee!” 

The familiar blonde, sporting a form fitting top and shorts—what now passes for Minion officewear these days—darts 

from a corner and attends to her boss’s command.  She returns with a tray bearing a silver coffee pot and two porcelain 

cups bearing the old Royal crest on them.  As she pours, both the Minister and I are entertained by the minx’s backside, 

wriggling in an exaggerated and practiced way.  “I’ve trained her well, yes?” the Minister chuckles and I nod with a chuckle 

in return. 

He snaps his fingers and she retreats to a wall behind his desk, hands behind her back, eyes cast downwards and small 

chest thrust out invitingly.  Though silent and seemingly ignored, she’s the reason I’m here.  Yvonne Kris, star of the hit 

“Hearts & Deeds” tv show and a face familiar to millions of viewers across the world, not least here in Primeva, is 

Minister Tendo’s most prized possession.  A  Priority D Lister, she’s widely considered one of the most valuable living 

trophies of the Revolution and an object of intense envy in the hothouse world of High Prime Society.  It is why the 

famously influential minister has granted me the interview—like any connoisseur, he enjoys discussing his passion 

and ‘Evie’ is a prize he much enjoys discussing. 

It is a topic that might have been no more than a fever dream twenty years ago.  As he puffs on a cigar, he recounts 

those early days.  “They thought us mad—even our own people, I’m ashamed to say.  The Dominion seemed to be… 

well, forever.  Like the jungles or mountains, it was a fact of Nature.  Of course, the PRF never saw it that way. The 

Dominion was rotten to the core—decadent and degenerate—and we knew it merely need a good hard shake to 

break it.  Which we did.  But not until many good Primes made the ultimate sacrifice.” 

Peter Tendo had been a mechanic, born in Sidus in Orania Province and educated as a mechanic.  As a young man, he 

worked at the Gothenviken Farmstead repairing farm equipment and was also when he joined the PRF.  “It was their 

lovely propaganda—I admit it!  Minx magazine featuring all those Minion girls—of course we didn’t know that was all 

faked, but the idea that we could take what we wanted—it encouraged a lot of us young fellows to join up,” he mus-

es.  “I was in a Jackal Pack making local mischief—notching up our rape scores and whatnot-- but when the Lion Pride 



cells started up, I was ready.  I wanted action—and I sure got it.!” 

War agrees with few and Tendo was one of those.  As the Revolution geared up, so too did his rise through the ranks.  As an early PRF 

member, his ascent was accelerated but it was bravery and grit that eventually won the young fighter official admiration and recogni-

tion.  The then captain of the 3rd Orania Irregulars anticipated the Dominion move to blow the bridges at Egerland.  His attack 

cleared the bridges, which he held until a Guards regiment was hurriedly dispatched to support him.  It also gave him the shrapnel 

wounds and cane he was soon forced to rely on.  It effectively ended the Passatvinde Campaign, as Dominion forces were forced to 

flee the province in a disorderly route.  The Secretary General conferred upon him the honorific of “Commander of the Revolution” 

and a two step promotion to Colonel.  His game leg meant assignment to staff duty, where he soon became a trusted confidante of 

the Secretary General.  But it was all a bittersweet triumph as the newly minted Colonel learned two days later that his wife and son, 

who had been interned at Farstad Concentration Camp, had perished from the typhoid epidemics so common in Dominion holding 

facilities. 

Tinged by triumph and tragedy, the Colonel grasped a commitment to total victory that was his only motivation for living.  Sensing 

the officer’s despair, the Secretary General soon drew Tendo into his own inner circle of advisors.  His sage advice and loyalty was 

rewarded after the Revolution in many ways—his appointment to the key Ministry of Armaments, his new estate “Fever Tree Grove” 

and, of course, his pick of the Priority D List—one Yvonne Kris.  “I always avoided the factions.  My loyalty was to the SG personally.  

He liked that.  It was after a long victory celebration and the Secretary General was feeling especially generous.  When he showed me 

the D List—which I hadn’t seen—only Central Committee members had seen it—he just said, ‘Peter, go on and pick your favourite.  

I’m giving you the first pick.’  I was reeling—of course, I knew others would be furious that a mere Colonel should have such a privi-

lege, but the SG didn’t care.  He’s that kind of man.  Of course, I chose Evie.  Aren’t you a lucky Minx, Evie?”   

The former tv star bobs her head dutifully, that perma smile and her perfect teeth dazzling.  “A VERY lucky Minx, Colonel!”   

The Colonel winks.  We both know that Yvonne Kris could no more imagine her fate at this moment twenty one years ago then the 

Colonel could have imagined his own.  Born to a Godthabsgrund lawyer and his wife in Orania Province, 

the girl had already been talent spotted and begun fashion modelling at sixteen.  Determined to follow 

her father’s footsteps, she was accepted at Dominion National University and it was there where she 

attended a casting call on a lark.  The production company was casting for a new Dominion-produced tv 

show called ‘Hearts & Deeds’ for domestic and international audiences.  The soap opera was a mix of 

light romance and drama, set in the exotic Dominion coast and country, primarily about city developers 

battling local families for control of local land.  No one could have been more surprised than Yvonne 

when she landed the leading female role of the imperious, bratty and sexy ‘Krista’.  And no one could 

have anticipated the enormous international success the series attracted.  Forced to take a break from 

her university studies, Yvonne was soon earning $500k USD per episode and her face was known to mil-

lions across the world.  The purchase of ‘Blue Walls’ estate on Gold Beach cemented her arrival on the 

scene.  The sudden success took everyone by surprise but it was clear that the fresh faced Dominion girl 

with the spoiled brat persona was what every Dominion girl wanted to be—and what many Dominion—

and Prime—males wanted to bed.   

“May I?” I ask the Colonel, pointing to ‘Evie’.  He nods pleasantly.  “By all means,” he insists. 

“When did you learn you were on the Priority List, Evie?” 

The perma smile drops a tiny bit.  “It was on the internet, Sir.  I didn’t know if it was a hoax or not, 

but…” 

“And what did you do then?” 

“I, uh, tried to get out but by then it was too late.  I took all my cash and jewellery and I got to the coast.  



A fisherman at Harfoss said he would take me to Diego Garcia but then he turned me into the Whip Hands and kept all my money.  I 

was sent by truck to Kongestad and…” 

“What about your parents?” 

The perma smile drops now involuntarily.  “My father was with the volunteers. He was captured and executed.” 

“Rightly so,” the Colonel adds. 

Evie doesn’t respond to the baiting and remains silent. 

“And your mother?” 

Now her mouth tightens and she must force herself to respond.  “She was captured and assigned to an army brothel.  She died after 

two months.” 

The Colonel is unmoved, even annoyed.  “A total waste!  By the time Evie was delivered, it was too late.  Depending on how she had 

held up, I might have even had her released.  Minx mother daughter teams are becoming quite popular.” 

I turn to Evie, who was struggling to retain her composure.  “That’s a shame, isn’t it?” 

Her eyes focus on a distant object no one else can see and replies without emotion.  “That’s a VERY big shame, Sir.” 

It is time to change the subject. 

“How do you like working for the Colonel?  What’s your favourite part of the job?” 

Now Evie falls back into character—the pleasing, submissive mode Minion females must display to get along in the world these days.  

“Sucking cock?” she answers, with that inflection so common to Minion girls that asks “is this answer 

ok?”.   

The Colonel and I both laugh at her unexpectedly frank answer.  “She’s a Junior Office Girl.  Not bad 

for a Minion ‘career girl’ these days.  Pays about three PD an hour.  About right, given her capabilities.  

Some Primes pretend these are real jobs but I don’t.  She’s tasty eyecandy, that’s all—aren’t you Evie.” 

“I’m VERY tasty eyecandy, Colonel!” she answers promptly. 

“How long have you been her Sponsor?” 

The Colonel doesn’t even face her.  “Evie?” 

The blonde, perma smile now refixed on her pale, wan face, answers promptly.  “Seven months and 

nine days, Colonel!” 

“Does she live with you?” 

“Absolutely not.  Familiarity breeds contempt.  I arranged a very nice home for her, haven’t I Evie?” 

“A VERY nice home, Colonel!” she responds in a snap. 

“I organised a cute little nest for her in a trailer park about five minutes’ drive from here.  These Min-

ion Housing Projects are just too dangerous these days to risk a prize like Evie here in.  It’s a favourite 

for quite a few of the upper level sponsors I know.  What’s it called again?” 

“Shangri-La Trailer Park, Colonel!” Evie answers. 

“Nothing a Prime would ever put up with, but perfectly suitable for a Minion, right?” 

“VERY perfectly suitable, Colonel!  Except that…” and here she stumbles in regret. 



The Colonel now does turn his attention to the suddenly nervous white girl.  “What?” 

She blinks nervously.  “It’s just that I get… bothered on my way to work every day.” 

The Colonel’s hands are now fists.  “You’ve been attacked?  Have you been raped?” 

She shakes her head.  “No Colonel!” 

He nods.  “You’d better not—not if you’re wearing a ‘Sponsored’ top like you should.  No Prime would dare!” 

“I DO wear my ‘Sponsored’ tops but they still… touch me when I’m walking to the Ministry.  It takes me a half 

hour every day going each way!” she pouts.  “And I get touched a LOT!” 

At this the Colonel laughs.  “You get felt up on the street?  That’s all?  Stop the whining.”  Then he grows more 

serious and stares into her eyes, which avert his own.  “You’re lucky any Prime would want to feel up those mos-

quito bites you call tits.  You’re a flat, sassy, ungrateful Minion bitch who needs a attitude adjustment—aren’t 

you?” 

Evie visibly shakes.  “Yes, Colonel- I’m a VERY flat, sassy, ungrateful Minion bitch who needs a attitude adjust-

ment.”  She’s more than unhappy—she’s afraid.  And not of her impending punishment.  As she says the word ‘flat’, she 

flinches involuntarily. 

The Colonels, mockingly grave.  “If you’ll excuse me, I have to exercise my duties as a responsible Sponsor.  Let’s resume 

the interview this afternoon—at say four?” 

I nod, shake his proferred and take my leave.  After his office door has closed, I hear the ‘thwap’ repeat itself in perfect 

rhythm and the chorus of Minx tears rise up softly. 

+++++ 

4 PM.  Colonel Tendo awaits out front of his Ministry in casual clothes, with Yvonne Kris, his legal Sponsored Minion and 

Priority D Lister meekly behind him.  Wearing what could only charitably called slutwear, I notice her puffy eyes and 

even paler than normal face.  I can only imagine her attitude issues have been thoroughly addressed by her Sponsor. 

“Let’s take a walk,” the Colonel invites, waving away the army driver and waiting limo.  “I think Evie needs some fresh 

air.”  We walk into the Portuguese Quarter, so named for the original discovers of Primeva.    The sea salt and fish smells 

waft over the busy streets.  Evie carefully maintains a ten pace gap behind us.  It is a sign that though she is sponsored, 

she’s also still just a Minx and as such, enjoys the frequent wolf whistles, taunts and groping of the Prime longshoreman.  

Even Minion menials enjoy the show, though they remain tight lipped. 

“She needs a lesson.  She’s just like that bratty ‘Krista’ she played on H&D,” he confides.  “Needs regular discipline and a 

reminder of her place.”  He pauses, turns and asks, “What do you think of her anyway?” 

I answer honestly.  “She’s not as pretty in real life as she is on screen.  She’s very flat.  But, for all that, I’m incredibly jeal-

ous.  She’s a model for Minion girls, a symbol of our conquest.  And you can do whatever you want to her, whenever you 

want.” 

He nods.  “All true.  Were you a fan of the show?  Of ‘Hearts & Deeds’?” 



“Not really.  I may have watched a couple episodes.  It just didn’t seem to be relevant when so 

much injustice was taking place.” 

The Colonel nods, smiling.  “It was escapism, pure and simple.  For Minions, a romantic fantasy.  

For Prime, rape fantasy.  Do you remember ‘Freja’ from the show?” 

“Wasn’t she ‘Krista’s’ big enemy?  The one she was always fighting to get the guy?” 

The Colonel chuckled.  “I think you’ve watched more than a couple episodes.  Yes, correct.  She was 

played by Sally Greve.  She was added to the D List later.  She was just sponsored by a colleague, 

the Deputy Minister of Telecommunications.  I thought we’d surprise Evie with a little reunion,” he 

shared, thumb pointed back at the white girl out of earshot behind us. 

 

It is an awkward reunion at best.  Off screen, the girls had been no more than casual acquaintances 

brought together for casting purposes of the tv show.  Yvonne was shocked—it was always up-

setting for Minions from the old days to be re-introduced under the current Prime era.  But I 

guessed that Sally had been coached and it was soon evident that her own Sponsor had schooled 

her in anticipation of this ‘reunion’.  She never broke character and greets Yvonne as ‘Krista’ and 

refers to herself as ‘Freja’.  This was to be a lost episode of ‘H&D’ that only we three Prime men 

would ever enjoy—though perhaps not, as both the Colonel and Junior Minister used their phones 

to video record the encounter.  I only catch a bit of what the two men are saying—“Primestar”, 

“PBC”, “M Tease”, “Frenemies” and the like—and can only guess they are discussing the Junior 

Minister’s telecom portfolio. 

“This isn’t her first time, is it?” I ask, watching ‘Krista’ mash her small breasts into those of the 

much more generously endowed ‘Freja’ with feigned passion. 

“Oh no.  Her first was quite an ordeal.  But since then, I’ve organised many such play dates for her.  

Minxes are far more inclined to lesbianism than Prime women.  No doubt because of the natural 

inadequacy of their males.  It is also a survival technique many picked up during the Revolution—performing 

for our troops and all.”  He looked at his watch, then his colleague and they both smiled and nodded.   

The hosting minister claps his hands and ‘Freja’ separates herself from the tangle of arms and legs of her 

partner and stands in the waning sun of the living room.  ‘Krista’ follows, still dazed and panting. 

“Did you enjoy your little lezzie play date reunion with Sally?” the Colonel coolly asks. 

“Yes, I VERY much enjoyed my little lezzie play date reunion with Sally,” a still stunned Yvonne Kris replies. 

“Then perhaps we’ll organise another one!” His suggestion is addressed to the Junior Minister, who nodds 

affirmatively.  We take our leave, Yvonne hastily dressing and soon pacing herself behind us as the dimming 

sunlight followed too. 

“I have enough for the interview,” I admit, not eager to end the opportunity.  

But the Colonel was clearly enjoying our time together and not ready to conclude our business yet either.  I 

think he enjoys showing off his Minx toy and I couldn’t blame him.   

“Join me at Club Diplomat this evening at 9 PM.  There’s a showing of one of our up and coming artists and 

I’m expected to attend.  After that, I have another engagement that might be of interest to you and your 

readers.” 

Of course I agreed—no one who spends time with Colonel Tendo is ever eager to cut the encounter short! 



I arrived by cab at nine on the dot, somewhat unsure why the 

Minister of Armaments wold be attending at art opening.  The 

answer was somewhat apparent when it was clear that many 

of the attendees were either players in the upper levels of the 

Prime Establishment or were on their way there.  Senior PRF 

party leaders, members of the cabinet, staff officers, planters 

and industrialists all mingled and communicated in the lan-

guage of power politics.   

A hand on my back alerted me to the Colonel’s presence.  I 

turned and was surprised—not by his tap but by Yvonne’s 

wardrobe.  It was the tightest, shortest dress in the room and 

it was obvious from the thin material that she wears no bra.  

Prime women look her way with superior disdain and disgust, 

while Prime men merely grin.  Unlike her outside pacing, she 

practically clings to her Sponsor in this more formal setting. 

“Good evening.  I hope you see now why I thought you might 

find this affair of interest.” 

“Half the Central Committee is here.  I could do interviews all 

night long.” 

Colonel Tendo smiles.  “Please don’t—it would be boorish.  

Evie, leave us.” 

Yvonne’s perma smile dissolves into a clearly unhappy pout, 

but she soon situates herself against the wall, head bowed.  I 

also noticed other Minion girls, also wearing what went for 

high fashion amongst them, take similar positions.  It was as if 

a signal had been given.  Of the dozen or so I discover many 

familiar faces—a former top model, a member of Parliament, 

a talk show hostess, amongst others.  

“They’re all P Listers, aren’t they?” 

The Colonel nods.  “The Priority List was designed to reward 

the best and brightest who supported the Revolution.  But it 

also always had the potential to cause friction.  One must di-

vide the spoils of war fairly.  The SG thinks one way to avoid 

jealousy is a policy of, well—you’ll see.” 

And see I did.  As the art showing—the ostensible reason for 

our being there to begin with—went one, I begin to notice 

Prime men approach the sidelined Minion women.  I watch a 

Prime couple pointing and discussing, finally settling on 

Yvonne, and the husband—an air force General—tap her 

cheek.  She looks up and with the façade of a sexy smile, she 

whispers into the General’s ear.  The two then disappear for 

perhaps ten minutes.  The General’s wife watches with 

amusement.  When finally the General returns, he exchanges 

some message with his wife and the two laugh together.  

Yvonne re-appears a suitable minute later, wiping her lips with her fingers, and a stray gooey dollop noticeable in her now messy hair.  Five minutes later, it is the General’s wife’s 

turn.  She merely makes eye contact, hooks her finger and Yvonne follows her like a beaten dog.  She returns a half hour later, flushed but still impeccable, while Yvonne trails after 

her, face moist and eyes betraying exhaustion.  I noticed the General’s wife press a curled up object into her husband’s palm, who smiles wryly.  I was dead sure it was a trophy 

from their mutual encounter with Yvonne. 

It was happening in one form or other all through the venue, for the entire duration of the one hour showing.  The Colonel doesn’t say anything more but I knew I had been ex-

posed to one of the core principles of Establishment Primes— “we share our toys”. 



“One more stop this evening,” the Colonel says.  Yvonne re-joins us outside Club Diplomat, face washed and her 

hair in a somewhat tidier state.  She seems to want to curl up inside herself then and there but holds herself to-

gether, looking at the street. 

“Bunnytails, I think.” 

At that, her eyes become damp and the misery on her face is honest and unconcealed. 

“Yes, Bunnytails,” Colonel Tendo repeats.  And at that, the fallen tv star focuses and that plastic smile returns on 

her pale face. 

“You like shaking your pathetic tiny tits and that skinny little ass like a Minion whore, don’t you Evie?” the Colonel 

asks quietly. 

Summoning up her inner strength, she replies like an automaton.  I VERY MUCH like shaking my pathetic tiny tits and my 

skinny little ass like a Minion whore, Sir!” 

The uniformed Minion bellboy, a cringing cartoonish ‘Mimp’, clicks his heels, opens the door and makes sure NOT To 

stare at the D Lister as she wriggles in behind us.  A dapper Prime in evening clothes approaches, the proprietor or man-

ager I assume. 

“Welcome back, Colonel.  I’ve got you in the Fitting Room tonight.  I hope it suits.  Your guests have already arrived.  

Shall I take Yvonne to prepare?” 

“Please do.  My guest and I will have a drink at the bar before heading up.” 

A sullen Evie followed the Prime as we settled into stools at the long brass railed bar.  Soon, two Citranovas sat before 



us. 

“Please let me,” I offer, Prime Dollars already half out of my wallet. 

But the Colonel waved me off.  “Thank you but I have a private member account here.  Cash is discouraged.  You’ve been 

here before?” 

I shrug.  “Just once.  It was a media scrum for their launch in Lund.”  Bunnytails was theoretically opened to the public but 

the prices and level of service and talent were out of reach for most foot traffic.  It wasn’t just a licensed brothel—it was 

the 24 carat standard.  A licensed franchise cost a cool ten million, and that did NOT include the Minion stable.  Quality 

control ensured the Bunnytails brand would continue to lead their category—they only accepted the most beautiful, edu-

cated and cultured Minion females.  It was possible to procure the services of Minxs of every type—from virginal school-

girls to pretty war widows to professionals-turned-whores.  It was the closest most ordinary Primes could get to experience 

a P Lister like Yvonne.  

“I don’t come often, but the talent IS impressive.  The owner has an ‘in’ with the right officials so he gets first bite at the 

cherry, so to speak.  My boys love it.” 

“Your guests?” 

He nods, sipping the Citranova with evident pleasure.  “A Prime innovation, you know,” he educates me, taking another 

draw from the tumbler.  “Yes, the officers from the 3rd Irregulars—my old unit.  We celebrate taking the Egerland Bridges 

on this day—and commemorate those who fell during the Passatvinde Campaign.  I just always need a moment before…” 

He falls silent now and takes another drink.  Then, dismounting from the stool and with cane in hand, he gestures to the 

left in the far corner.  A uniformed young male Minion snaps to attention and presses the button that takes us up two short 

floors. 

The Fitting Room is a private function room that could easily accommodate dozens more than the handful of Primes and 

Minion servers in it now.  Yvonne Kris was on the brightly lit stage, slinkily unhooking a sheer black lace bra, as we entered.  

As she notices us, she stops her routine and blows her sponsor a dramatic kiss.  The Colonel ignores her and she returns to 

her task at hand—entertaining the Prime veterans who had gathered for this anniversary.  The Colonel glad hands his way 

through the select group and then returns to a side table, where an adorable bunny-outfitted Minx cocktail wait-

ress has already deposited two fresh Citranovas.  Attention turned back to the leggy young blonde so awkwardly 

attempting to amuse the vets, who cat call over the loud music. 

“They come to see her, not me,” Colonel Tendo chuckles.  “I don’t blame them.  My wife and son loved the show, 

you know.” 

I remind him he had told me so earlier.   

He continues, not hearing me.  “My wife watched that damn show every day.  And then,” he smiled, “there was 

the day I found that fan magazine pull-out under my son’s mattress!”  He laughs warmly.  “If only they could see 

her now… or in a few months from now.” 

“What’s going to happen in a few months?” I ask, curious. 

“When I asked,” the Colonel responded to a question I had not asked, “if my wife and son had been arrested and 

interned because of my military service, I dreaded the answer.  But no, there was no connection, the intel officer 

told me.  The Dominion didn’t know who I was.  They were,” he pauses, “juts names on a list you see.  Just names 

on a list.”  He imbibes deeply now. 

I take his lead and do so as well.  At last, he continues.  “They,” he points at his men, “invest such value in her.  

But as you’ve pointed out, up close—she’s 

nothing special.  Just a manufactured relic 

of a degenerate Dominion culture.  To me, 

she’s nothing more than a name on a list.”  

He raises his tumbler and we toast, word-

lessly. 

And with that, I begin to understand the 

mind and heart of a PRF hero, an officer 

and a husband and father. 

“And in a few months?” I press gently. 

“Did you know that ‘Hearts & Deeds’ re-

runs are so big overseas that Primestar 

and the PBC are re-booting it?  Yvonne 

will be returning to the small screen.  

You’ll be able to binge watch her in all 

new episodes on Primestar six months 

from now.  My friend at Telecomm Minis-

try gave me the production schedule this 

afternoon.” 

I look up at the white girl gyrating lewdly 

clad only in her thing on the stage, Prime 

men laughing and tossing her Prime Dollar 

bills she rubs over her body in rapt grati-

tude.  “She doesn’t know, does she?” 

The Colonel waves his hand.  “It isn’t nec-

essary.  She’ll do what she’s told.  I’ll in-

form her after her procedure next week.” 

“Procedure?” 



“Primestar producer’s idea—

she’s getting pumped up to 

Double Ds.  Part of her new 

character arc or something.  

There’s already a spin-off 

planned for the Minion 

Tease network—“Hearts 

That Tease”.  That’s aimed at 

Western export and domes-

tic audiences.  “Tarts In 

Need” will air on the Minion 

Hardcore Network and that’s 

already been pre-ordered by 

overseas private networks 

even I’m not allowed to talk 

about.  Evie will be a busy 

girl very shortly.” 

“Lists,” I note simply. 

“Yes, lists.  It’s just the begin-

ning too.  Getting cozy with 

China has meant a lot of 

knowledge sharing.  They’re 

the leaders in genetics.  Our 

lists will one day be based on 

a lot more than some acci-

dental television acting ca-

reer.  But I say too much.”   

He downs the last of his 

Citranova and shakes my 

hand.  Our time together is 

over. 

“I look forward to the publi-

cation of the interview.  

Good evening.” 

And with that, my remarka-

ble day with a remarkable 

man ends.   And while he has 

answered many questions, I 

may have more now than 

before we began!     
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